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Profile:

Robert Marx
A world-renowned marine _archaeologist
whose bold exploits mirror those of Indiana Jones
as closely as life's dominions allow.

TEXT BY NED DELOACH

R

eading about Robert Marx' adventurous life and bold endeavors will
gently stir a bit of nostalgia in those of us
who've spent idle childhood hours absorbed in spirited adventure fantasies.
From the romantic tales we gleaned from
book and film, we carefully nurtured
daydreams, forever casting ourselves in
the starring role.
At one time these were our fondest
wishes for the future. But somewhere
along the way, we allowed these early
yearnings to wane and signed on to 9till-5. Marx never did. Seaswept islands,
steaming jungle treks, and buried riches
of lost civilizations, his youthful daydreams were never betrayed. Marx is a
modern-day hero who adroitly avoided
being pirated by reality and plunged into
life with abandon.
He is a bear of a man whose unveneered
decorum is tempered by a pleasant boyish
face and soothing voice. When speaking
about past or future expeditions, his
words resound with fervor and his blue
eyes become vibrant. His seemingly
boundless energies fuel one passionate resolve: to uncover the buried secrets of
mans maritime past before they are lost
forever to the destruction of time or man's
follies.

Although not formally schooled as an
archaeologist, he has become a foremost
authority on shipwrecks and their histories. Criticism from the academic world
centers around his lack of detailed field
techniques and the occasional sale of unearthed treasures. He has the heart of an
archaeologist but the soul of a treasure
hunter, and the ever-conflicting values
are most difficult to harmonize. Although
his methods are often condemned, his
vast successes are difficult to refute.
He has discovered, surveyed, researched and worked more shipwrecks
than anyone. At the same time, his scholastic pursuits of their origin and histories
in the European archives have vastly redefined shipwreck research. His timeconsuming investigations into these ancient works have produced much of the
material for the 31 books and over 400
articles he has authored. In 1952, he was
co-organizer and navigator on the voyage
of the Nifia II, a replica of Columbus' caravel. The daring crossing from Spain to
San Salvador duplicated authentic 1492
conditions. For the intrepid feat, Marx was
knighted by the Spanish government. He
has organized and led over 50 expeditions
to every corner of the world. These have
been the catalyst for his fabulous adventures. Many are recounted in humorous
detail in his two autobiographies, Always
Another Adventure, and Still More Adven-

tures. Although Marx doesn't intentionally
seek it, where he goes and what he does
combine to make adventure impossible to
avoid.
Feisty sharks, modern-day pirates,
dangerous working conditions and
storms at sea are but a few daily hurdles.
These he glides over with dispatch. Wars,
political in-fighting, prejudice, jealousy,
undecipherable fiats and ever-present red
tape are his true nemeses. His directness
of purpose is all too often found uncompromising by host governments who invariably have the final say. Marx knows
that governments and bias will one day
change; in the interim, there are more
wreck sites than days on the calendar, silently waiting to reveal their buried
mysteries.
The following interview with Mr. Marx
_tr>ok place on August 2, 1984. It was conducted during the luncheon break at The
Greater Ft. Lauderdale Shipwreck Symposium where he had been invited as a
guest speaker.

When did you first become interested in diving and shipwrecking?

"This is really crazy. When I was a kid I
was a sissy. I was big for my age, but a total
sissy. Never did any-sports. All I used to
do was read history and archaeology
books. I had an older cousin who tried his
best to teach me how to swim. He was one
of the first frogmen in the Marines. They
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didn't have tanks then. They would have
to surface swim to the beach to blow up
obstacles. He was wounded at Tarawa.
While he was home convalescing, he took
me to Lake St. Clair in Ontario. The water
was ice cold. He threw me in the water. I
couldn't swim. He kept throwing me in,
but I just floundered. Couldn't swim a
lick. After several days he gave up on me.
Then his wife got me a pair of Florence
Chadwick swim goggles. As soon as I put
them on and looked underwater, !became
so fascinated that I forgot I couldn't swim.
I got a broom handle, put a nail in the end,
filed it down, and that became my first
spear. I spent the rest of the summer
swimming all over the lake juking fish.
"I must have been nine when I read
those books by Harry Reisburg-I Dive for
Treasure- and all that. The guy is dead
now, but he was the biggest fraud in history. Every one of his wrecks was intact
with skeletons at the wheel, giant octopus, and open treasure chest. I fell for
the stuff. A lot of other people have told
me that they first got interested in shipwrecking after reading the same junk:'

How did your life of adventure get
underway?
"I ran away from my home in Pittsburgh when I was 12. I went to Atlantic
City and met a Polish helmet diver who
taught me to helmet dive. When I was 15, I
headed for California. Just after I got
there, I ran into a bunch of guys who were
called goggle divers. The words skindiver
and spearfishing didn't exist. These guys
would go out through the surf on gigantic
plywood surfboards that were about 15feet long and weighed half a ton! Mainly
they were after abalone, but they also had
long poles with gigs on the end. About
this time, the first face masks and
Churchill fins came in. We used to sand
the masks down to fit our faces. A few of
us joined forces and started the Los Angeles Neptunes, one of the first dive clubs
in the United States.
"In 1950, Cousteau came to California
with a fellow named Renee Buzzoz. A
couple of us bought a tank and regulator
and got started.
''.About this time, Mel Fisher came on
the scene. Mel started the first dive shop at
Redondo Beach. We were still mainly
spearfishing and collecting a few marine
specimens for the Scripps Institute of
Oceanography. Mel and a number of us
decided to get into underwater photography. I actually started with movies. I got
a surplus camera that was used in the
wings of planes during the war. When
you pressed a trigger to shoot a Zero, it
would record the kill. I made the housing
out of a pressure cooker. We started making movies, and nearly everything we
shot, good or bad, was sold to television.
"I suddenly disappeared from the scene
and went into the Marine Corps. I did a

hell of a lot of diving and traveling with
them. I was director of USMC Diving
School in Vieques, Puerto Rico. I became
a body recovery specialist and was
shipped every bloody place to bring up
dead bodies. After about 500 recoveries, I
just refused to do it anymore.

Spanish, a 16th century wreck from a 19th it. These wrecks are being lost at an
century one. I became obsessed with alarming rate. Not by being plundered
finding out their history. I decided that if I like some archaeologist friends might say,
couldn't get any help I would do it myself:' but by construction, dredging and fishHow did you go about sorting out the nets. Modern times are harder on wrecks
histories?
than all the centuries since they have been
"I decided the only way was to go to down. Its much worse now than even 20
Spain and dig in the archives. I knew years ago. I'll give you an example. In
Spanish from Mexico, but the 15th and 1960, 1961, and 1962 we surveyed the port
16th century documents were written in of Cadiz for the Spanish government. It is
archaic Spanish which is a combination of the most important port historically, not
Basque, Catalan, Castillian, French, Ital- only in Spain but the entire Mediterraian, Portuguese, Latin and Moorish, all nean. Its history probably goes back to
written phonetically. Before I went to 2000 B. C. Officially it goes back to 800
Spain, I spent two months locked in a B. C., but we have found stuff dating from
cabin by a lake in Saskatchewan. My only much earlier. What you have is a continucompanion was a microfilm reader. This ous port existing for 4,000 years. In three
was in 1960. Even today, I doubt if there years we found 52 wreck sites of classical
are a hundred people who can read it.
ships (Roman, Phoenician). Today, only
22 of these sites remain. The rest were
destroyed by dredging to expand the harbor and build roads. In fact, last year,
three square kilometers of the ancient
harbor got it to make a container ship
port.
"Thats the biggest battle I fight-trying
to convince these governments to do
something about this. Their departments
of archaeology always say they are going
to do something about it, but they never

"During a Med cruise, I discovered
wrecks in Cadiz, Barcelona and Naples.
This really started the treasure hunting
binge. Nobody was seriously diving
wrecks at this time. While I was still in
the Marines, some of my California
footage was used in the movie The Sea
Around Us by Rachel Carson. It won the
Oscar for best documentary, and I suddenly made a lot of money.
.
''.After the Marines, I headed back to
California to try to get a degree at UCLA.
One day Mel Fisher came around and
said, 'Hey, Chief, we're going to Yucatan
to shoot some movies for TV. Want to
come?' So this is how I ended up in
Cozumel, Mexico. While we were shooting, I found so many wreck sites I decided
to stay. Instead of staying a month, I hung
around for four and a half years.
"I started the first hotel on the island
with some Lebanese people. The area was
so primitive you couldn't believe it. For
do:'
eight dollars a day you got a room, all your
How are you perceived by the academic
meals, and a full days diving. A few of my
archaeological community?
wreck locating expeditions were written
"There is a lot of jealousy in the field. It
up in the Saturday Evening Post and Holiday
is usually the people who do nothing who .
Magazine. Pablo Bush Romero, the founder
are jealous. They think it's wrong if you
of CEDAM, the Mexican underwater exfind treasure and work with treasure
ploration society, looked me up. He came
hunters. These guys are my friends, and
immediately to the point: 'I'm a Mexican,
everyday they are gathering information
you're a gringo; either we join forces or
we need.
you leave the country in twenty-four
"I do this 12 months out of the year, and
hours: We joined forces and found a lot of
manage to find money for all my projects.
stuff together.
This also upsets my critics. They believe
"When I left Cozumel, I decided to go
you should never sell what you find. That
all through the Caribbean and see what I
is the cardinal sin in archaeology, land or
could find. I spent the next 18 months
water. To sell the goodies is taboo. A few
hitting every rock and reef from Mexico
times in the past few years, I've had to do
to Panama, from Colombia to French
this to keep going. But anything I've sold
Guiana, and from Trinidad to Bermuda. I
has been duplicates, not originals. If you
supported myself by shooting fish and
find 10,000 identical coins with the same
selling a few things. Everything re"So I went to the archives in Spain. date, they don't all need to be held to have
covered was near the surface because I Everybody said it was an impossible mis- archaeological value. If I found a unique
didn't have a tank. I did it all free-diving:' sion because nothing was catalogued. I sat object and sold it, I'd be a SOB. But really,
How were you able to locate the wreck sites? there for two and a half years. This re- I don't have to sell too much. Mainly I get
"I went with local spearfishermen. search is the basis for the 31 books I've people to donate money as tax write-offs.
They showed me what they knew. I would written. I guess I've spent at least five to In these cases, we find if we donate to
ask fishermen, 'Hey, mon, where da six years of my life in archives. Every year museums we get a bigger write-off than if
guns?' They didn't know them as cannon; I average one to two months, not just in we sold it.
''.Archaeologists insist on laboriously
they called them guns. 'Where da river Spain but in the Vatican, England, France,
measuring
everything. This absolutely
rock?; they would say, meaning ballast Scandinavia and Vienna:'
rock. Being in a limestone area, the
Politics seem constantly to play a negative has its importance on a deep-water ship,
rounded smooth river rocks were unique. role in your efforts to investigate a wreck site. but on a scattered wreck, it's a waste of
time. I have one particular wreck I've
''.All the time in Mexico and during my What seems to be the main problem?
trip, I would write to the Smithsonian
"Nationalism. Countries get more and chased for eight miles after its initial imand others asking for information to help more nationalistic, and it bugs the heck pact to its final resting place. I found stuff
identify the wrecks. Nobody was able to out of me. They get tired of Americans all along the way.
"I feel I've made a lot of progress lately
help me. It was driving me nuts! I couldn't always coming over and showing them
tell you what wreck it was on or anything. how to do it. They figure the waters are
continued page 86
No one knew a French cannon from a theirs and someday they will be able to do
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in convincing these archaeologists to stop
badmouthing the sport divers and start
working with them. Show them how to
collect the data they want, and the situation would be better for everyone. This
idea isn't new. It is already being done
with great success in England, France,
Holland, and Scandinavia:'

What about your trip to Cuba last year?
Sounds like more problems.
"What I'm not going to get into is my
other doings with Cuba. That was 20 years
ago. The Cuban government has been inviting me for the last five years to come
work on their shipwrecks. I've been reluctant because of past activities trying to
singe Castros beard. I finally said, 'To hell
with it. Cuba is a virgin place; there are a
million wrecks there!' When Carter was
in, you could go· there; but this wasn't
Carter's term. So I went via Cancun last
year. Well, the Cubans wined me and
dined me and showed me a time I couldn't
believe. I got to dive all over. Castro gave
me six Guayabera shirts and boxes of
cigars. You know, hes an absolute fanatic
about diving. He was funny. He introduced me to a couple of people by saying,
'Here's that SOB, Robert Marx, who used
to blow up our ships. Now he is our
friend:
"Before I left the States, treasury and
justice departments called me up and
stated they didn't want me to go. I had an
official invitation from their government.
I'm not into politics, don't even care. So I
went in defiance. So to hell with you guys,
I'm going! So to hell with me. When I got
back, they really did a number on me.
They said I was contributing to the Cuban
economy which is against the trade embargo. It took me a couple hard weeks of
fighting in Washington to save my passport. It is a real shame all those wrecks are
going to waste. Who knows? Maybe
someday I'll be able to go back:'
At present, Marx is searching for some
16th century wrecks north of Memory
Rock in the Little Bahamas Bank. Later in
1984, hes planning an expedition to the
Solomon Islands to look for Mendafias
flagship which was lost on his second expedition to the islands. While in the area,
he might take time to search for Kennedy's famous PT 109. When asked earlier
by the Kennedy family to help locate the
patrol craft, Marx stated, "I'm not much
interested in going after modern stuff. I'm
so nuts about ancient wrecks that 1715
seems like just yesterday to me:'

Ned DeLoach is an avid diver and photojournalist residing in Jacksonville, Florida. He is
the author of the Diving Guide to Underwater Florida and is currently researching and
writing a new book, the Ocean Realm Guide
to Underwater Bahamas.
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